Variables that affect the quality of Variables that affect the quality of results results
The 
Errors in Measurement Errors in Measurement
True value True value --this is an ideal concept which cannot this is an ideal concept which cannot be achieved. be achieved.
Accepted true value
Accepted true value --the value approximating the the value approximating the true value, the difference between the two values is true value, the difference between the two values is negligible. negligible.
Error
Error --the discrepancy between the result of a the discrepancy between the result of a measurement and the true (or accepted true value). measurement and the true (or accepted true value). 
Sources of Error Sources of Error

Shewhart Shewhart Control Charts
Control Charts Accept the test run in its entirety Accept the test run in its entirety --this usually applies this usually applies when only a warning rule is violated. when only a warning rule is violated. Reject the whole test run Reject the whole test run --this applies only when a this applies only when a mandatory rule is violated. mandatory rule is violated. Enlarge the grey zone and thus re Enlarge the grey zone and thus re--test range for that test range for that particular assay run particular assay run --this option can be considered in the this option can be considered in the event of a violation of either a warning or mandatory event of a violation of either a warning or mandatory rule. rule.
